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The 9th Age: Fantasy Battles is a community-made miniatures wargame.
All rules and feedback can be found and given at: the-ninth-age.com.
Recent changes are in blue and listed at the end of this document.
This work is licensed under the
Creative Commons Attribution-NoDerivatives 4.0 International License.

How to Use this Document
While we always strive to provide books of the highest quality, inadvertent mistakes and unforeseen consequences in
rules interaction tend to find their way into the documents. This errata document was created to fix the most glaring
issues. The chapter “Rulebook” refers to the Rulebook version 2022 from March 24, 2022.
At the end of the document, we provide short explanations for each erratum in the Designer Notes.
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Rulebook
4.B Line of Sight (page 11)
Add the bold text:
A model can draw Line of Sight to its target (a point, a model, or a Unit Boundary) if you can extend a straight line
from its Front Facing directly to its target, without the line:
(...)
• Being interrupted by the edge of a base of a model that has an equal or bigger Height than both the model and
its target (...)
15.H.c Pursuit Distance and Pursuing Units (page 63)
Add the bold text:
Remove the Pursuing unit from the Battlefield and then place it back on the Battlefield with its Front Facing in
base contact and aligned with its target, in the Facing determined before the Pivot, maximising the number of
Engaged models as normal but keeping the Centre of the unit as close as possible to its starting position while
doing so. Ignore the Unit Spacing rule when placing the unit. The unit is considered to have performed a
Charge Move. If there is not enough room to place the Pursuing unit, (...).
17.D Decimated (page 72)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
A unit without any Characters is considered Decimated if the sum of the Health Points of its models, including
Characters that are part of the unit, is 25% or less of its starting Health Points (the number taken from the Army
List, regardless of any Characters in the unit).
A Combined Unit with R&F models is considered Decimated if the sum of the Health Points of all its models
is 25% or less of the sum of the R&F models' starting Health Points.
A unit without any R&F models is considered Decimated if the sum of the Health Points of its models is
25% or less of the sum of its models' starting Health Points.
Decimated units must take their Rally Test at half their Discipline, rounding fractions up (this is not considered a
Characteristic modifier).
21.A.a.15 Insignificant (page 83)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
Units consisting entirely of Insignificant models do not only cause Panic Tests on friendly units in which less than
half the models or more are Insignificant.
21.A.a.40 War Platform (page 87)
Add the bold text:
When joined to a unit, it must always be placed in the centre of the first rank, possibly pushing back other models
with Front Rank, and must keep its position in the centre of the first rank at all times, including during casualty
removal (as long as it is joined to the unit). Should the model ever be forced to leave its position in the centre
of the first rank, immediately redistribute models in the unit until the model is back in the centre of the
first rank, following the priority order in 16.B.e Illegal Formation after Removing Models.
21.G.b.5 Devastating Charge (X) (page 94)
Add the bold text:
Devastating Charge (X) - Close Combat
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21.G.b.12 Lethal Strike – Close Combat (page 96)
Add the bold text:
An attack with Lethal Strike that wounds with a natural to-wound roll of ‘6’ has its Armour Penetration always set
to 10 and ignores Fortitude Saves.
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Army Books
Beast Herds
Giant See, Giant Do (page 18)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
At the end of a friendly Movement Phase, if the model is in contact with a Forest Terrain Feature it may lose all its
current weapons (if applicable) and gain Uprooted Tree.
Uprooted Tree (page 18)
Add the bold text:
Attacks made with this weapon hit automatically and have their Strength always set to 5 and their Armour
Penetration always set to 0.

Daemon Legions
Spear of Infinity (page 2)
Add the bold text:
The target suffers 1 hit with Strength 2 [5], Armour Penetration 2, Area Attack (1×5), Magical Attacks, and
[Multiple Wounds (2)].
Venom Sacs (page 4)
Add the bold text:
If the model’s Close Combat Attacks <or those from R&F models in its unit> already were Poison Attacks from
another source than this Manifestation, the attack will automatically wound on successful natural to-hit rolls of 5+
instead of 6+.
Spell Craving (page 19)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
The model can perform up to 3 Supporting Attacks. The model ignores the general Attack Value modifier for
Supporting Attacks, but its Attack Value is never higher than 3 while performing Supporting Attacks.

Dread Elves
Divine Altar (page 18)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
Frenzy, Towering Presence, Channel (3)
Crucible of Slaughter (page 18)
Add the bold text:
The model gains Frenzy, Not a Leader and War Platform, and it loses Channel (3). It must be deployed in a unit
that contains one or more R&F models, and it can never leave that unit voluntarily.
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Effigy of Dread (page 18)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
The model gains Channel (3), Fear, Fearless, Unbreakable, and Blades of Darag, and. Its Health Points are set to 6,
and its Advance Rate and March Rate are always 0”. The model cannot declare any Charges nor perform Pursuit
Moves, and its Advance Rate and March Rate are always 0″, i.e. the model cannot perform any Advance Moves,
March Moves, Magical Moves, Pursuit Moves, nor Random Movement.

Dwarven Holds
Sturdy (page 3)
Add the bold text:
Sturdy – Close Combat, Shooting
Rune of Retribution (page 5)
Remove the crossed out text:
Whenever the wearer of an armour engraved with one or more Runes of Retribution rolls a successful Shield Wall
Aegis Save against enemy Melee Attacks (including Shield Wall stacked with Rune of Shielding), the wearer
immediately inflicts a hit with the Strength and Armour Penetration of the saved attack on the model that caused
the wound, before any casualties are removed, distributed onto the model’s Health Pool.

Highborn Elves
Drain Magic (page 3)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
All spells with duration One Turn for which the target of Drain Magic or a model or model part inside that unit
was the spell’s spells' target immediately come to an end. (note that if any of these spells had more than one
target, their effects also end for these targets).

Infernal Dwarves
Onyx Core (page 4)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
In addition, their Strength is always set to 6 and ignores the +1 Strengthmodifier from Infernal Weapon.

Kingdom of Equitaine
Lance Formation (page 3)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
The model gains Fight in Extra Rank, and its maximum number of Supporting Attacks is increased by 1. In
addition, if the model is Standard, it ignores the general Attack Value modifier for Supporting Attacks but
its Attack Value is never higher than 2 while performing Supporting Attacks.
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Orcs and Goblins
Mikinok’s Totem (page 5)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
The effects of this This Special Item* are is ignored during this Round of Combat.

Sylvan Elves
Mist Walker’s Mirror (page 6)
Add the bold text:
The unit counts as having performed a March Move for the purpose of shooting.

Undying Dynasties
Chitinous Tide (page 16)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
The model can make a number of Supporting Attacks equal to its Attack Value. The model ignores the general
Attack Value modifier for Supporting Attacks while performing Supporting Attacks.

Vermin Swarm
Eagle Standard (page 3)
Add the bold text:
Discipline Tests taken by units while withinrange of one or more friendly instances of Rally Around the Flag from
Eagle Standard are subject to Minimised Roll.

Warriors of the Dark Gods
Zealots’ Banner (page 5)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
The maximum number of Supporting Attacks that models in the second rank of the bearer’s unit can perform is
increased by 1. Models in the second rank of the bearer’s unit ignore the general Attack Value modifier for
Supporting Attacks, but their Attack Value is never higher than 2 while performing Supporting Attacks. If
they are Large or have Master of Battle, their Attack Value is never higher than 4 instead.
Master of Battle (page 18)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
Master of Battle: Attack Attribute - Close Combat.
The model’s maximum number of Supporting Attacks is set to 3. The model ignores the general Attack Value
modifier for Supporting Attacks, but its Attack Value is never higher than 3 while performing Supporting
Attacks.
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Designer Notes
4.B Line of Sight (page 11)
The erratum specifies that Line of Sight is blocked by the edge of the base of a model with at least the same Height.
15.H.c Pursuit Distance and Pursuing Units (BRB, page 63)
The erratum clarifies that the Pivoting unit has to be aligned with the Charged unit when placed back on the
Battlefield, i.e. it is not possible for the Charged unit to align.
17.D Decimated (BRB, page 72)
The Decimated rules did not account for Combined Units consisting entirely of Characters.
21.A.a.15 Insignificant (BRB, page 83)
Before the erratum, the rules could be misinterpreted as Insignificant units not causing any Panic Tests in enemy
units (e.g. from Terror or when causing 25% casualties).
21.A.a.40 War Platform (BRB, page 87)
The War Platform rules did not specify what happens in situations in which a War Platform ends up in an illegal
position inside its unit, which can occur e.g. after casualty removal.
21.G.b.5 Devastating Charge (X) (BRB, page 94)
Without the “Close Combat” keyword, RAW the Attack Attribute would not apply to the model’s Close Combat
Attacks.
21.G.b.12 Lethal Strike – Close Combat (BRB, page 96)
The Armour Penetration modifier was moved from priority step 1 to priority step 4 of the Priority of Modifiers (by
adding “always”), in order to prevent the Armour Penetration of Partial Hits with Lethal Strike from being halved.
Beast Herds, Giant See, Giant Do (page 18)
The erratum accounts for the fact that the model is always equipped at least with a Hand Weapon and that it may be
equipped with more than one weapon.
Beast Herds, Uprooted Tree (page 18)
The erratum emphasises that attacks made with Uprooted Tree are not affected by Strength and Armour Penetration
modifiers that the Giant may be subject to.
Daemon Legions, Spear of Infinity (page 2)
Hits from Missile spells are all supposed to be Magical Attacks.
Daemon Legions, Venom Sacs (page 4)
The specification that only natural to-hit rolls of 5+ are affected was necessary because otherwise to-hit rolls of ‘4’
with a +1 to hit modifier would also be affected.
Daemon Legions, Spell Craving (page 19)
The erratum fixes the RAW interaction with the general rules for Supporting Attacks.
Dread Elves, Divine Altar (page 18)
Channel was moved from the upgrade to the default profile because otherwise it could be argued that each model
part gains Channel (3). Frenzy was moved to the Crucible of Slaughter upgrade because it doesn’t have any effect for
Effigy of Dread.
Dread Elves, Crucible of Slaughter (page 18)
For Frenzy and Channel, see above. In addition, the erratum specifies that the model must join R&F models during
deployment, i.e. it cannot join another Character, which could leave the Crucible e.g. in the first Player Turn, easily
making the Crucible a single model unit.
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Dread Elves, Effigy of Dread (page 18)
For Frenzy, see above. In addition, the previous version was imprecise because a model having an Advance/March
Rate of 0” does not prevent the model from performing 0” Advance/March Moves, e.g. when performing a Pivot.
Dwarven Holds, Sturdy (page 3)
Without the “Shooting” keyword, RAW the Attack Attribute would not apply to the model’s Shooting Attacks.
Dwarven Holds, Rune of Retribution (page 5)
The rules for Shield Wall already specify that it can only be used against enemy Close Combat Attacks, so the
specification in the Rune’s rules could be removed.
Highborn Elves, Drain Magic (page 3)
The erratum specifies that also Focused spells, for which RAW the entire unit was not the target but only a single
model inside that unit, are affected by Drain Magic.
Infernal Dwarves, Onyx Core (page 4)
The erratum emphasises that attacks made with a weapon enchanted with Onyx Core are not affected by Strength
and Armour Penetration modifiers that the bearer may be subject to.
Kingdom of Equitaine, Lance Formation (page 3)
The erratum fixes the RAW interaction with the general rules for Supporting Attacks.
Orcs and Goblins, Mikinok’s Totem (page 5)
Streamlined with similar effects in order to clarify that by ignoring e.g. a Weapon Enchantment, the weapon is not an
enchanted weapon while affected by Mikinok’s Totem.
Sylvan Elves, Mist Walker’s Mirror (page 6)
There were misconceptions that e.g. being Shaken prevents the use of this Artefact, so the erratum specifies that the
unit only counts as having performed a March Move for the purpose of shooting.
Undying Dynasties, Chitinous Tide (page 16)
The erratum fixes the RAW interaction with the general rules for Supporting Attacks.
Vermin Swarm, Eagle Standard (page 3)
The erratum specifies that Discipine Tests of enemy units within range are not affected.
Warriors of the Dark Gods, Zealots’ Banner (page 5)
The erratum fixes the RAW interaction with the general rules for Supporting Attacks.
Warriors of the Dark Gods, Master of Battle (page 18)
Without the “Close Combat” keyword, RAW the Attack Attribute would not apply to the model’s Close Combat
Attacks. In addition, the erratum fixes the RAW interaction with the general rules for Supporting Attacks.
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